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PUBLIC SAFETY 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
CCG’s Public Safety Branch took over from the military Civil Affairs detachments which had been 
responsible for maintaining law and order in German towns and villages as the invasion troops 
were crossing Germany en route to Berlin.  The task of the Branch was to de-Nazify, reform and 
re-establish the German Police and Fire Services and to prepare cases for prosecution in Military 
Government courts.  A relatively modest establishment of 107 military ranks, civil Police and Fire 
Service personnel was proposed in the autumn of 1944 to perform these functions, based on the 
expectation at that time that there would still be a functioning German Government in Berlin (see 
organisation structure at Appendix A).1  The Treasury approved the numbers but did not agree 
that all the positions should be filled by uniformed personnel, ‘since it cannot be maintained that 
clerical and typing staffs will be carrying out operational Police duties’.2  More public safety 
officers would soon be needed, however, and in November 1945 a recruitment exercise was 
undertaken to recruit officers from the Metropolitan Police, offering 6+ year contracts on 
secondment to CCG.3  
 
The first Director of CCG’s Public Safety Branch was Colonel G H R Halland, formerly the first 
Commandant of the Police Training College in Hendon.4  Colonel Halland had thought deeply 
about the task of reforming the post-war German Policing system and, as early as August 1944, 
wrote a lengthy discussion paper setting out his views.5  He recognised that there would be 
fundamental differences between the Allies, not only about Police organisation and working 
methods, but also about the constitutional position of the Police and the relationships between 
Police and Government authorities, and Police officers and the public.    Major reforms could only 
begin once Sicherheitsdienst (SD) and Geheimestaatspolizei (Gestapo) had been abolished and 
their leaders and staff brought to book, but Halland suggested several preparatory points to be 
considered, freely acknowledging these were based on British policing principles:  

- Decentralisation into autonomous local Forces, each with its own specialist elements 
(CID, Traffic etc); but taking care to maintain cooperation and interoperability, and avoid 
the creation of an ‘undue multiplicity’ of forces which was ‘one of the evils’ of the British 
system.  Central supervision in the form of a civilian Police Department in the Interior 
Ministry would be needed to provide for uniformity in pay and conditions of service, and 
efficiency standards; as well as a professional Police Inspectorate to scrutinise and report 
on Police performance; 

- Training must be completely de-militarised, and entirely new curricula introduced, based 
on civilian and professional principles.  While physical fitness was important, 
regimentation and excessive drilling was unnecessary and undesirable; 

 
1 Submission from GHR Halland, Director,, Public Safety Branch to HQ IA&C, 9.2.45 National Archives File FO1050/173 
2 G H Aynesley to Col G H R Halland, 7.12.44 File FO1050/172 National Archives 
3 Metropolitan Police Orders 27.11.45 File FO1058/74 National Archives 
4 Halland’s salary was £2,250p.a.  He was one of only 26 senior CCG officials paid more than £2,000p.a.  Hansard Vol 430, 
House of Commons debate 27.11.46 
5 G H R Halland: Preliminary Memorandum on the Reformation of the German Police System 25.8.44.   File FO1058/474  
National Archives  
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- Arms would be problematic, given the differences between British and German policing 
traditions, but Halland accept some arming would be needed for the foreseeable future, 
as had been the case after WWI.  The British resisted this later, leading to disagreement 
with the other Allies; 

- Conditions of Service should be sufficiently generous to provide professional, long-term 
careers with promotion prospects to ‘young men with the right personal and educational 
qualifications’; 

- Legal and constitutional status and powers of Police officers must be established, 
including safeguards against illegal arrest and detention, and unwarranted acts of 
violence or use of force; 

- Fire Services should be separated from the Police and civilianised. 
 
Writing in August 1944, Halland reveals the distrust shared by many British officials of any 
residual central German government in Berlin, warning that ‘the new German Authorities’ would 
almost certainly attempt to retain some form of National or State cadres, with a view to ‘future 
militarisation and the resuscitation at the first opportunity of central control over the whole 
Police system”.  In the event, there was no central Government to be found.  On the ground in 
Germany in May 1945, Halland wrote of his concern about the possible resuscitation of the 
former Prussian Provinzen administrations, which might then dominate the smaller surrounding 
Länder.6  The danger was foreseen and, on 23 August 1946, the former Prussian provinces of 
Schleswig-Holstein, Hannover and Westfalen, plus the Rheinprovinz Regierungsbezirke of 
Aachen, Düsseldorf and Köln in were abolished.  Three new Länder were established: Schleswig 
Holstein, Hannover and newly creates Land Nordrhein-Westfalen.7   
 
FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
 
In April 1945, Mr E C Nottingham of the Public Safety Branch, took a five-day trip through the 
newly occupied towns of the British Zone, at that time still mainly controlled by American troops 
before their move south into the American Zone.  He is trying to assess the situation on the 
ground, and his report provides a vivid glimpse of the Allies’ initial attempts to establish German 
Police functions during the chaotic early post-war days (see full report at Appendix B).  
Nottingham says: 
 

- Fortyfive Police personnel have been located in Osnabrück.  In Münster, eighty men have 
been enlisted under the pre-1935 ex-Police Chief who has been re-appointed.  He comes 
across a convoy of thirty-five British prisoners of war from Stalag IIB, some of whom have 
been imprisoned for four years.  Münster has no running water, gas or electric light;   

 
- Fourteen miles away in Warendorf, US personnel are looking after a camp of 4,300 

Displaced Persons (DPs), who are currently arriving at a rate of approximately 1,000 a 
day.  A visit to the camp, a former stud farm, reveals whole families living in the animal 
stalls.  Six babies had been born during the night.  Nottingham spoke to groups of 

 
6 28.5.45 Letter from G H R Halland to HQ IA&C Division National Archives File FO1050/1438 
7 British Military Government Ordinance No. 46.  23 August 1946   
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French, Russians and Belgians.  He also met former Police officers who had been 
provisionally reappointed, and who he thought were ‘good types’, but he was not 
impressed by the interpreters, one of whom was only a teenager.  He disapproves of 
youths being taken on because ‘they are bound to be impregnated with Nazi teaching’ 
and were quite possibly specially planted.  While there, a well-dressed German woman 
arrived to report a group of SS hiding nearby.  None of these people had been vetted; 

 
- In Gütersloh Nottingham meets an American Public Safety officer and was unimpressed.  

No Police work had begun: locally engaged Police had not been vetted and no 
‘Fragebogen’ had yet been issued.8   He was taken to lunch in the Officer Commanding’s 
Mess, located in a house which had been taken over by the occupiers.  Noting that the 
most expensive china, cutlery and linen was being used, Nottingham asks himself  
whether this is necessary, since it will cause resentment and bitterness among women to 
see their household goods being mistreated; 
 

- From Gutersloh Nottingham travels to Marburg where the US Army is responsible for a 
vast area which would eventually be in the Russian zone.  The US Army Chief of Public 
Safety, Col Maloney, has high praise for the work done by 14 (British?) Public Safety 
officers he has been loaned, but this was still not enough.  There are 70,000 Displaced 
Persons already in the area, and more were being collected.  A nearby prison camp was 
said to contain 3,000 prisoners who were said to be dying of starvation, but the Colonel 
had no spare officer to take the prison over.  However, public safety activities were 
underway, with German temporary public safety officers  – ex-serving Police and civilians 
- being assigned to towns and villages.  Ninety-eight Police trained at Aachen were now 
being deployed.  Fragebogen were being issued but very little security vetting was taking 
place. Nottingham criticises a US (Costa Rican) Infantry battalion performing guard duties 
– he thinks they would be ‘easy meat for saboteurs’; 
 

- Proceeding to Kaiserslautern, Nottingham notes many young males sitting by the 
roadsides; also reports of nine suspected cases of typhus in the area.  Questions are 
raised about arming Police – at present they are being supplied with clubs.  The local 
population (normally 55,000) were prepared to obey unarmed Police, “but the DPs 
definitely not”. A hundred police had been recruited, of whom fifty were ex-Policemen.   
A hundred and fifty French civil police were also being lent; 
 

- Nottingham completed his 5-day trip in Verdun, where the Chief of Public Safety was US 
Colonel Macdonald, lately Deputy Police Chief in Los Angeles, who also raised the 
question of arms.  At present some clubs were being painted white, and some 
detachments had also painted their police bicycles white, “as a protection against them 
being shot at possibly by Allied soldiers after dark!”.  

 
 
PUBLIC SAFETY ORGANISATION STRUCTURE, STATUS AND POWERS 

 
8 Questionnaires intended to reveal evidence of Nazism 
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Once on the ground, the Public Safety Division’s structure was aligned to provide oversight and 
control of the German Police, which had been re-structured on a Land, Regierungsbezirk (region) 
and Stadtkreis (city) basis, as shown in Appendix A of the KRO Public Safety Handbook.  
Personnel were increased substantially from the original 107 to over 800 in years 1945 and 1946, 
before reducing to 575 in 1947 in line with the general reduction in numbers as more 
responsibility was transferred to the German authorities.9   
 
CCG Public Safety Officers were appointed as members of a uniformed body known as the 
Special Police Corps, constituted by the Police (Overseas Service) Act 1945.  Its HQ was in Bunde 
in the British Zone, with offices in Berlin, as well as in each of the three Länder, in Hansestadt 
Hamburg, and in Bielefeld, overseeing the German Railway Police.  In October 1945, the duties of 
Public Safety Officers were stated to be: 

- To rebuild, reorganise, train and control the German Police service; 
- At times to exercise the executive functions of British Police officers as agents of the 

Military Governor; 
- To supervise and review all duties performed by the German Police.   

To fulfil these duties, Public Safety officers should have the same powers of arrest, search, 
interrogation, etc in respect of the Germans as those enjoyed by Military Government armed 
forces officers.10  A Military Government Instruction issued in September 1945 spelled out the 
objectives more fully: 

i. Abolition of the Nazi hierarchy at Ministerial and Regional levels 
ii. Dissolution of Nazi structures and features 
iii. Denazification of remaining organisations and transfer of primary control to some form 

of Land and Local authorities 
iv. Demilitarisation and disarmament of the Police, and conversion into a body of civil police 

officers responsible for the maintenance of law and order and the prevention of crime by 
legitimate and normal police methods 

v. Complete reorientation of training 
vi. Introduction of new conditions of service, providing a professional civil service career 

with promotion opportunities to the highest ranks, and reasonable generous pay and 
pensions 

vii. Elimination of non-police functions 
viii. Removal of all judicial and legislative powers 
ix. Proper safeguards against unlawful arrest and detention in police custody; against all 

arbitrary acts, unwarranted violence and unnecessary use of force; and independent 
examination of all arrests and charges by properly constituted courts11  

 
Military Government legislation defined the following acts as offences: 

- Wilfully interfering with any member of or person acting under the authority of the Allied 
Forces in the performance of his duties (punishable with death under para. 17 of Article I 
of Ordinance No.1), and  

 
9 KRO Handbook Part II (Technical) Pamphlet No. 6 Public Safety 
10 8.10.45 Chief, IA&C Division to HQ BAOR Legal Division.  National Archives File FO1050/9.   
11 25.9.45 Military Government Instruction on the Reorganisation of the German Police System in the British Zone.  
BAOR/38708/30G(SDO 1b), reproduced in KRO Handbook Part II (Technical) Pamphlet No. 6 Public Safety  
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- Resisting arrest by a person acting under the authority of the Allied Forces or escaping 
from arrest or detention imposed under such authority (punishable with any penalty 
other than death under para 38 of Article II of Ordinance No. 1) 

- Disobedience of any order of any representative of Military Government (punishable in 
the same manner under para. 21 of Article II of Ordinance No. 1). 

Since Public Safety Officers possessed powers of arrest and interrogation by virtue of their status 
as members of the occupying forces, Legal Division advised that it was undesirable to issue 
legislation setting out Public Safety Officers’ powers, as this would give individual Germans the 
idea that they could complain or bring proceedings against any Public Safety Officer who did not 
comply with the legislation.12 
 
A further question arose concerning the powers of German Police over members of the British 
forces.  Seemingly, it had been suggested that there was nothing in German law to prevent 
German Police arresting British soldiers, and the Chief of Staff sought confirmation from CCG’s 
Legal Division that, irrespective of German Law, in no circumstances should the German Police 
have any power to arrest Allied Service personnel.13    The Chief of Legal Division explained that 
German (Reich) Laws did not provide for the contingency of a foreign occupation of Germany.  
He pointed out that the Allied regime in Germany had no precedent in history: it was not an 
annexation, nor was it a protectorate, but it was more than a mere military occupation, since it 
had assumed all the former powers of the German government.  In these circumstances, most 
writers on international law had agreed that “local (German) courts are not competent to deal 
with matters affecting the security and discipline of the Occupation Forces…and that its own 
courts should exclusively ensure the punishment of acts…of its members”.14  This meant that 
German Police did not have powers to arrest members of the Military Government.    
 
Although its legal powers were now clear, Public Safety operations were affected over time by 
numerous Control Council Directives and Laws, Military Government Executive and Policy 
Instructions, Ordinances, and Public Safety Technical Instructions issued over time (see Appendix 
B of KRO Handbook Part II).  Meanwhile, initial concerns were over more practical matters such 
as recruitment and the provision of uniforms and arms.  
 
RECRUITMENT, UNIFORMS, ARMS  
 
While the establishment of a reformed German police service capable of assuming 
responsibility for maintaining law and order was urgently needed, the rebuilding task 
was fraught with difficulties.  Chief Police Officers had had to be removed because of 
their Nazi connections, and there was a lack of experienced instructors and training 
facilities.  The creation of an efficient German police system with fully developed 
communications, transport and technical services would take several years, so in the 
interim, the focus would be on the creation within each Police District of a ‘sufficient 
body of constables for maintaining law and order by the routine methods of beat and 

 
12 11.10.45 Chief, Legal Division to IA&C Division National Archives File FO1050/9 
13 12.11.45 Chief of Staff letter to Legal Division National Archives File FO1050/9  
14  28.11.45 Letter from Chief, Legal Division  National Archives File FO1050/9  
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patrol duty’.  Ex-Wehrmacht officers would not be accepted, and strict vetting would be 
needed to eliminate Nazi supporters.  The main sources of recruitment appeared to be: 

- Existing regular police, carefully vetted and trained; 
- Careful selections from auxiliary police already in place as stop-gaps; 
- Disbanded POWs – former police who had been taken into the German Armed 

Forces; 
- Disbanded soldiers likely to make good policemen; 
- Suitable young men in civil life aged 18 – 25. 

 
It was estimated that around 40,000 police would be required to for the British Zone 
population of approximately 20 million.15  By 1947, this total was very nearly reached, as a 
statistical return in August 1947 shows.16 
 

GERMAN POLICE 
STRENGTH IN BRITISH 
ZONE 1947 

SCHUPO 
(Uniformed 

Police) 

KRIPO 
(Detectives) 

WOMEN 
POLICE 

MOUNTED TOTAL 

TOTAL 34,308 3,443 373 237 38,362* 

* Adding across the columns totals 38,361.  This may be due to illegibility of some figures! 

 
 
New uniforms were urgently needed to establish the authority of the reformed Police 
service.  In the British Zone, the already familiar grey-green uniform was to be worn, but 
Nazi insignia, including the Eagle badge was prohibited, as were riding breeches and long 
boots (except in future when mounted units were raised).  All lower ranks would wear a 
personal number to emphasise their individual authority and to facilitate identification.  
There were to be minor visual differences to distinguish between the SK (Stadtkreis) and 
RB (Regierungsbezirk) forces.  Water Police (Wasserschutzpolizei) would wear blue 
uniforms, as at present.17 
 
But the provision of uniforms was a problem because supplies of material and other 
items were lacking.  In September 1945 the Inspector General of the Public Safety Branch 
reported the uniform situation as follows: 

a. Rhine Province.    Two RBs are making progress.  In RB Aachen the shortage is 
acute.  The SPSO (Senior Public Safety Officer) hopes to have all men in uniform 
by 1st December 1945; 

b. Westphalia.    About 70% of the regular Police are now in uniform and supply has 
been arranged; 

 
15  9.8.45 Interim Directive – Public Safety National Archives File FO1050/9 
16  Public Safety Branch statistics August 1947 National Archives File FO1050/324 
17 9.8.45 Interim Directive – Public Safety National Archives File FO1050/9  
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c. Hannover.    The number of regular men in uniform is fairly high, but the actual 
state of this uniform is bad.  Sufficient cloth has been unearthed and a bid made 
to Economic Division for this; 

d. Schleswig-Holstein.    In general the regular police have one set.  This is not in 
good repair; 

e. Hamburg.  The regular Police are all in uniform but the condition of this is poor. 
 
In addition: 

- The majority of auxiliaries have not got uniform; 
- There is a shortage of waterproof coats and capes, and enquiries are being made 

as to the possibility of getting ARP (British Air Raid Precaution) gas capes 
- The quality of footwear throughout the Zone is extremely poor 
- 12,030 metres material required for police uniforms for the next six months.18 

 
When it came to arming the German Police, the British were in a minority of one among 
the four Allies.  The topic arose in the context of dealing with high levels of disorder and 
crime in Displaced Persons camps.  A draft letter to British Zone District Corps 
Commanders explained that, while it was the duty of British soldiers to deal with criminal 
behaviour in the DP camps, members of the German Police had been attacked and, in 
some cases, beaten to death when their duty took them near the camps.  In August 1945 
it was declared that the long-term policy was that the German Police “will not be an 
armed force, but in the same way as British Police are armed to deal with specific 
situations, so it is intended in due course to allow the German Police Force certain arms 
in order that it can take suitable action in circumstances similar to those where armed 
action is taken by the British police.”19  However the British position could not be 
maintained against the opposition of the Russians, French and Americans who “are all 
strongly opposed to our views, and insist that the German police shall be rearmed as 
rapidly as possible with revolvers or pistols and, in the absence of such weapons, with 
any suitable weapons.”20  In the face of this concerted opposition, British amended their 
stance.  Arms would be issued to German Police, but only under strict conditions and for 
specified duties laid down by Zone Commanders.  In the British Zone: 

- Night patrols would be armed, but auxiliary Police and Policemen on traffic 
point duty would not;  

- It should not be necessary to issue a total number of arms greater than 20% of 
the regular Police; 

- Officers on night duty patrol would be armed but will not be permitted to take 
their weapons home when they are off duty.  Subject to this, no reserve of arms 
would be kept at Police stations; 

 
18 18.9.45 Inspector General Public Safety Branch to HQ IA&C Division National Archives File FO1050/9 
19 19.8.45 Draft letter 21A Gp/00/39797/Ops(A)  National Archives File FO1050/9 
20 12.10.45 Letter from F Isemonger to G H R Halland, Director Public Safety Branch National Archives File 1050/9 
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- Only one ammunition clip would be issued for each weapon.  The normal issue 
should be a carbine, but where insufficient are available Police in towns may be 
issued with Lugers.21 

 
 
BRITISH AND OTHER ALLIES’ PUBLIC SAFETY POLICIES  
 
Both the British and American Public Safety authorities favoured decentralisation of the 
German Police, but the Americans planned to take this further than the British, 
permitting the formation of separate and independent municipal police forces in all 
towns with a population of 5,000 or more, as well as an independent rural police force in 
each Regierurungsbezirk.  Each police force would have its own uniforms, training, and 
specialist services.  This would result in a greater multiplicity of police services than 
would be the case in the British Zone.  Both the US and British models were based on the 
old Anglo Saxon principle that policing was a local responsibility for each community, the 
main difference being that, unlike the British, the Americans did not propose any central 
control over local police, although there would be some form of co-ordination bureau for 
information, records and technical aids at Land level.  In the British Zone, the Police 
would ultimately be answerable to Land Governments when these were established but, 
in the interim, it was intended to establish purely administrative departments at Provinz 
level, and a very small group of German officials at zonal level.22    
 
 
BRITISH ZONE CRIME STATISTICS 
 
Comprehensive monthly crime statistics were compiled by the Public Safety Branch.  
Figures were collected under three headings: offences against the person, offences 
against property and miscellaneous, and offences against military government laws and 
ordinances.  Various types of crime were listed under each heading and recorded 
according to: reported cases in the month, and the number of these detected; cases 
currently under investigation; cases closed undetected; and cases still under 
investigation.  The tables were followed by a narrative section summarising variations 
from previous months and suggested reasons for them, and the final section summarised 
cases over the last three months, highlighted suicide figures, and reported on the 
number of Displaced Persons and Aliens arrested during the month, as well as members 
of the Occupation Forces. 
 

 
21  7.10.45 Instruction from Chief of Staff, 1 Corps District to Military Government Units.    National Archives File 
FO1050/9  
22 5.8.45 C H R Halland to Major General P M Balfour, IA&C Division    National Archives File FO1050/9  
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Two examples of these reports, for May 1948 and June 1949, the final years of Military 
Government, are shown at Appendices C and D.  They reveal a still-turbulent situation, 
where levels of serious violence and larceny were still shockingly high.  In May 1948, for 
example, ten murders were reported, 25 attempted murders, 82 culpable homicides, 
seven infanticides; over 1200 woundings, 602 sexual offences, including 56 rapes and 229 
indecencies with children, and 200 robberies with extortion.  A total of 77,464 cases of 
offences against property and other miscellaneous offences were reported, including 
larceny, embezzlement, arson, forgery and drug offences, as well as 2,456 offences 
against Military Government laws and ordinances.  But these figures represented a 
decrease from previous levels and were therefore a cause for cautious optimism!  Non-
Germans also caused lawlessness.  The huge numbers of Displaced Persons have been 
noted elsewhere, and they, together with other Aliens (i.e. non-Allied persons) appear in 
the May 1948 statistics as separate category in the statistics, where they are recorded by 
nationality, revealing the sheer size and multiplicity of the post-war European melting 
pot.  See the table below. 
 

ARRESTS OF NON-GERMAN NATIONALS IN THE BRITISH ZONE MAY 1949* 

DISPLACED PERSONS  OTHER ALIENS  
Austrian 1 Austrian 3 
Belgian 1 Belgian 13 
Czechoslovakian 3 British 4 
Dutch 5 Bulgarian 3 
Estonian 6 Czechoslovakian 7 
French 6 Danish 2 
Greek 2 Dutch 101 
Hungarian 7 French 6 
Italian 1 Hungarian 4 
Latvian 46 Icelandic 1 
Lithuanian 7 Italian 4 
Polish 298 Japanese 1 
Roumanian 5 Latvian 2 
Russian 4 Lithuanian 12 
Stateless 2 Polish 33 
Ukranian 32 Portugese 2 
Yugoslavian 41 Roumanian 17 
  Russian 3 
  Spanish 1 
  Stateless 7 
  Swiss 3 
  Turkish 1 
 
* Note contemporary spellings 

Ukranian 4 
Yugoslavian 29 
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APPENDIX A 
 

 
PROPOSED PUBLIC SAFETY BRANCH FUNCTIONS IN 194423 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

  

 
23 Submission from GHR Halland, Director, Public Safety Branch to HQ IA&C, 9.2.45 File FO1050/173 National Archives 
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APPENDIX B 
 
 

REPORT ON PUBLIC SAFETY IN BRITISH ZONE APRIL 1945 BY MR E C NOTTINGHAM24 
 

 

 

 
24 File FO1050/1438 National Archives  
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APPENDIX C 
MONTHLY CRIME STATISTICS FOR THE BRITISH ZONE MAY 194825 

 
 

 

 
25 Public Safety Branch Report 24.6.48  National Archives File FO1058/463 
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APPENDIX D 
MONTHLY CRIME STATISTICS FOR THE BRITISH ZONE JUNE 194926 

 
 

 

 
26 Kriminalpolizei für die Britische Zone Report 25.7. 49 National Archives File 1058/463 
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